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**ABSTRACT**
NRL personnel experienced with analysis of madre radar data have commenced an in-depth analysis of the tape record from the FPS-95 radar for the observation of the Cosmos 478 earth satellite launch from the Plesetsk Range Head on 15 March 1972. (This analysis is sponsored by the Air Force Systems Command and the Electronic Systems Division under Programs 441A and 414L.) Significant findings to date include detection of sustainer-engine-produced ionospheric perturbation, high-altitude preinsertion burn of the vernier engine (Venik), and insertion staging with reflections from multiple bodies at ranges in excess of 2000 n.mi.
20. Also of interest was the detection and tracking of three aircraft at two-hop ranges in excess of 2900 n.mi. This is an interim report; cross-section estimation and identification of insertion-staging elements is continuing.
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INTRODUCTION

(S) Over-the-horizon (OTH) radar has demonstrated its capabilities for the detection and tracking of missiles [1-8], aircraft [9-11], and ships [12-14] at ranges extending from approximately 500 to 2000 n.mi. These detections have been obtained by the propagation of high-frequency (HF) energy refracted from the ionosphere. Energy impinging upon the target is scattered in all directions. Part of the energy is propagated back to the radar site via the sky-wave refraction at the ionosphere. A skip zone of approximately 500 n.mi. from the radar site precludes detection of targets within this radius via use of sky-wave propagation. However high-frequency surface-wave propagation does permit target detection out to approximately 100 n.mi. from the radar site.

(C) A typical OTH radar radiates 100 to 600 kW of average power at frequencies in the 5-to-40 MHz band using antennas from 300 to 8000 feet long. Typical pulse repetition frequencies used are 10 to 200 Hz. Both monostatic and bistatic experimental radars have proven their detection capabilities. Both frequency-modulated continuous-wave (FMCW) and pulsed doppler techniques have been used in these radars.

(S) The FPS-95 OTH radar was designed for detecting and tracking aircraft and missiles over Warsaw Pact nations and western USSR. Located at Orfordness, England, the FPS-95 radar was designed to cover a 90° sector in the easterly direction. The more important parameters designed into this radar are listed in Table 1.

(S) The Naval Research Laboratory is supporting the U.S. Air Force in its FPS-95 radar program with engineers both at the radar site as well as at NRL. Recently NRL received an observation tape from the FPS-95 site for the launch of the Cosmos 478 earth satellite vehicle from the Plesetsk range head. NRL personnel at the FPS-95 site have provided pertinent information about the missile launch, flight trajectory, radar parameters used, and radar coverage areas [15]. The launch took place at 13:00 GMT on 15 March 1972. This tape (No. 513) has been subjected to preliminary analysis with the processor that was built for the Madre radar. Certain significant features of the missile flight have been discerned. Even though analysis is not yet complete, findings to date will be reported.

COSMOS 478 LAUNCH OBSERVATIONS

(S) The FPS-95 radar was activated on 26.500 MHz and a PRF of 40 pps for the viewing of the launch. The Plesetsk range head is approximately 1400 n.mi. from the
Table 1
Characteristics of the AN/FPS-95 Radar

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Frequency</td>
<td>6-40 MHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Antenna type</td>
<td>2000 ft log periodic elements</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Antenna beamwidth</td>
<td>7° azimuth (independent of frequency)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Antenna gain</td>
<td>23 to 25 dB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Antenna coverage</td>
<td>91° with 50 ms steering time per 7° step</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transmitter power</td>
<td>200 kW average, 5 MW peak</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pulse width</td>
<td>250 µs to 6 ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PRF</td>
<td>10, 40, 53, 80, or 160 Hz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Signal processor</td>
<td>60-dB dynamic range</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Integration time</td>
<td>0.3, 1, 3, 10, or 20 s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Range accuracy</td>
<td>±10 n.mi. or better</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Azimuth accuracy</td>
<td>±2° or better</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Doppler resolution</td>
<td>0.1 Hz (2 knots at 15 MHz)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 1 — Offset doppler frequency versus range showing backscatter

SECRET
FPS-95 site. Backscatter obtained on the operating frequency commenced at 1125 n.mi. and extended to beyond 2000 n.mi. (first hop). Figure 1 is an offset-doppler-versus-range record showing the earth returns, which are ambiguous beyond 2000 n.mi. due to the 40-pps repetition rate. The range strobe position at 1125 n.mi. marks the leading edge of first-hop returns. The other scatter patterns in view at nearer ranges are due to additional refractions beyond the first.

(S) Figure 2 is a plot that identifies the range-ambiguous backscatter for echo level from each of the three hops normalized to the amplitude of the first-hop return. The azimuthal extent is computed on the basis of a 7° radar beamwidth. Figure 3 shows the three earth-return patterns in the correct (unambiguous) range relationship to each other.

(S) It is of interest to note the disposition of the first and second hop to each other. The missile launch occurred in the coverage of the first hop with subsequent flight, while under power, through the scatter-free region between 2000 and 2650 n.mi. The missile effects reported herein were all detected while the missile was passing through this region. In the latter portion of the report samples of aircraft detection via two-hop illumination are given.

Perturbation Echo

(S) Many of the early (1958-1960) detections made of Atlantic Missile Range launches with NRL’s low-power Music radar consisted of perturbation echoes [16-19]. These echoes appear in the earth return at essentially twice the range to the missile when the missile under power passes through the refracting region of the ionosphere that is controlling the path to the more distant earth return. This echo is generated rather promptly with passage of the vehicle through the controlling refractive zone. Its onset is rather abrupt, and its demise is generally slower than the onset. The characteristic effect noted in the backscatter that has been influenced by a perturbation in the ionosphere is a shift of the doppler spectrum of the backscatter to recede dopplers.

(S) Figure 4 is a doppler-versus-time record of approximately 21 minutes during the Cosmos 478 launch showing the perturbation echo with commencement at 13:05:02. The doppler extent of the echo quickly expands to 20 Hz (maximum unambiguous doppler) and persists as a doppler-ambiguous signal for several minutes. The recovery of the echo to quiescent dopplers takes place at a slower rate than its onset. The noiselike signal in excess of 2 Hz in doppler is likely due to auroral or field-aligned echoes.

(S) Figure 5 is another plot of the video doppler behavior in Fig. 4. The rise time associated with onset carries the doppler to 20 Hz in approximately 1-1/2 minutes. The decay or recovery time is 5 minutes.

(S) NRL personnel at the FPS-95 site have detected the perturbation signal associated with this launch and have confirmed that its doppler excursion was to the recede side.
Fig. 2 — Range-ambiguous backscatter

Fig. 3 — Range-unambiguous backscatter
Fig. 4 - Sustainer-induced perturbation in the doppler-frequency-versus-time record

Fig. 5 - Plot of doppler frequency versus time after launch for the sustainer-induced perturbation shown in Fig. 4
The perturbation echo was visible in the returns from the second-hop area. The Cosmos 478 sustainer engine was burning while the vehicle was passing through the ionospheric region controlling refraction to the region between 2670 and 3250 n.mi.

Vernier-Engine-Burn Echoes

Figure 6a is a doppler-versus-range record for the time 13:07:50. There are three signal types of interest in the frame. Occupying the centermost portion of the record is a range-dispersive doppler-dispersive echo, which is the perturbation-signal structure. It extends in range from 600 to 1300 n.mi., which unambiguously corresponds to 2600 to 3300 n.mi., which in turn corresponds to the region of second-hop returns. So in this test observation the perturbation echo was produced in second-hop returns.

To the right of the perturbation echo are echoes discrete both in range and in doppler. The echoes occurring from 1400 to 1700 n.mi. are doubtless aircraft echoes, with some of those coming from near 1400 n.mi. due to support flights for the Cosmos 478 launch.

To the extreme left under the range strobe at 150 n.mi. (2150 n.mi.) is a range-discrete doppler-diffusive echo due to the burning vernier engine (Venik) of the Cosmos vehicle.

Figure 6b is also a doppler-versus-range readout for the time 13:08:30. The FPS-95 radar calibration signal is under the doppler strobe near the left edge. The perturbation echo as well as a couple of aircraft echoes are also in view. At the left at greater
Fig. 6b — Doppler-versus-range record for 13:08:30 GMT

range than the calibration signal is a range-discrete echo under the range strobe at 280 n.mi. (2280 n.mi.). The doppler of this echo appears to be periodic. This echo occurred after vernier-engine shutdown (13:08:22). It is tentatively believed that the echo may be due to scattering that takes place at insertion staging or shortly thereafter. Work is continuing to determine the mechanism.

(S) Figure 7 shows the doppler-versus-time readout for two range-gate positions as indicated. The records are 248 seconds long. The vernier-engine-burn signal can be seen in both range windows but at dissimilar times. The time delay for the signature to appear in the upper frame is a function of the vehicle velocity due to the 40 n.mi. separation in the window opening. The vehicle-velocity line is subdued in the larger burn echo.

(S) Figure 8 is a plot of range versus time for the burning vernier stage as extracted from 5-second readouts of the doppler-versus-range display. That the vehicle was undergoing acceleration is apparent from Table 2, which shows velocity estimates extracted from the doppler-versus-range data.

(S) The anomaly that occurred at 13:08:00 to 13:08:06 (a decrease in velocity) was in all probability due to a multipath-type error that caused the missile to appear in a wrong range. The error seemed to correct itself by 13:08:10. The curve continues to increase monotonically until vernier-engine shutdown.

Insertion-Staging Echoes

(S) Figure 9 shows a double doppler-versus-time record with 80-n.mi. windows being initiated sequentially at 2280 and 2300 n.mi. The record begins at 13:06:11 and terminates 248 seconds later. The echoes from flanges, baffles, shields, or whatever may be released at insertion staging are very weak. Due to their high radial velocity (4 to 5 n.mi. per second) the echoes do not persist longer in a given range window than
Fig. 7 — Doppler-versus-time record showing the Vernik burn for two range-gate positions

Fig. 8 — Plot of range versus time for the burning vernier stage
Table 2
Velocity Estimates During Vernier-Engine Burn
(With Shutdown at 13:08:22)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time (GMT)</th>
<th>Range (n.mi.)</th>
<th>Velocity (knots)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>13:07:50</td>
<td>2150</td>
<td>7390</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13:07:55</td>
<td>2163</td>
<td>7840</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13:08:00</td>
<td>2173</td>
<td>11125</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13:08:06</td>
<td>2191</td>
<td>10080</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13:08:10</td>
<td>2203</td>
<td>12950</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13:08:15</td>
<td>2222</td>
<td>13650</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13:08:21</td>
<td>2245</td>
<td>15100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13:08:26</td>
<td>2266</td>
<td>15120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13:08:30</td>
<td>2282</td>
<td>15120</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 9 — Doppler-versus-time record showing insertion fragments for two range samples
Fig. 10 — Doppler-versus-time record showing echoes from multiple scatterers at insertion-staging time

16 to 20 seconds. If echoes stay appreciably longer in a given range window (unless due to multimode mechanisms), they are likely not to be associated with the hypervelocity satellite vehicle and its vernier-stage rocket body.

(S) Both frames of Fig. 9 are rather noisy. Intensity has been raised purposely to reveal weak echoes in the lower frame to the right of (at later time than) “insertion.” The large echo that seems to emerge from the lower doppler background, to the right of the insertion point with slope down to the right is believed to be the payload and/or vernier rocket body.

(S) The insertion fragments have been redrawn in Fig. 10. Those elements believed to be the payload and/or rocket body are so labeled. Other pieces lacking even tentative identification are labeled staging debris. Efforts are still being made to identify other pieces of the Cosmos 478 insertion-staging debris.

(S) Cross-section measurements of the separation elements have not been made. The vernier-engine-burn echo appeared to be approximately $10^4$ square meters.

LONG-RANGE AIRCRAFT DETECTIONS

(S) Figure 11 is a doppler-versus-range display for the time 13:01:17. A 5-second integration period was in use. The aircraft that is on doppler and range strobos as well as one at a lower doppler at about the same range and a third aircraft with weaker signal strength at a slightly longer range and higher doppler frequency are being illuminated by second-refraction energy. Other aircraft under one-hop illumination are in view at longer ranges (actually shorter ranges, inasmuch as the 915-n.mi. target is at 2915 n.mi.).

(S) Figure 12 is a range-versus-time plot showing tracking developed for the three aircraft targets of Fig. 11 at ranges in excess of 2900 n.mi. The length of tracks was constrained by available tape. Each of the three tracks was obscured by the perturbation signal shortly after 13:06:30. At least one of these aircraft however is visible in Fig. 4 after the perturbation-echo doppler width contracts at approximately 13:13:00.
CONCLUSIONS

(S) That the FPS-95 radar can see weak targets at extended OTH range is appropriately demonstrated in this reporting. The signal-to-noise ratio (S/N) was good to excellent for the perturbation, vernier-burn, and >2900-n.mi. aircraft echoes. S/N as determined to date for the insertion-staging elements has been moderate to poor.

(S) The Madre radar has not detected 3000-n.mi. aircraft as well as those detected by the FPS-95 radar and reported here. Neither has the Madre system detected the unwrapping of a spacecraft at orbital insertion time. The detection of the insertion staging is a notable achievement for the FPS-95 radar. It is highly probable that the FPS-95 radar will prove itself to be a unique sensor permitting the discrimination and cataloging of various target signatures heretofore not possible.

(S) The NRL mission of analyzing, evaluating, and interpreting FPS-95 data in support of the U.S. Air Force program has indeed been exciting. It is anticipated that in the near
future the capability will be available to use the NRL wide-dynamic-range (>100 dB) analog acceleration processor on FPS-95 missile tapes.

(S) The authors of this report welcome the opportunity to participate in the establishment of detection credibilities for the FPS-95 for all man-made targets. It is anticipated that FPS-95 radar sensitivity will permit the detection and identification of missiles, aircraft, ships, trains, and vehicular traffic along heavily traveled roadways.
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